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Toitoi 19

Reading Notes

You might like to begin by leafing through the journal with 
your group and taking a look at all the fantastic artwork. 

Listed below are some ideas of which pieces to read with your 
group. Feel free to choose your own or ask the students what 
they would like to read. They might like to take turns reading 
aloud.

We hope you enjoy sharing Toitoi 19 with your young writers 
and artists!

Recommended reading in Issue 19

Years 1-2

My Backyard on page 59 is a short poem that describes what Leroy sees in his backyard. Read the 
poem with your group and discuss how Leroy’s backyard compares with theirs. Brainstorm some 
fantastic words to describe the best parts of their backyard, like Leroy.

You could also try:

• Grizzly Bears and Salmon, page 12 – a gorgeous celebration of clever mammals getting a free 
lunch in the wild;

• The Lady of the Lake on page 14 – a simple poem about a well-known Queenstown tourist 
attraction. What’s the best way to travel: boat, train, bus, plane? Why? How has travel 
changed throughout history?

Years 3-4

Take a look at two activity-based pieces: Makara Peak on page 60 and Waka Ama on page 84. 
Which story does your group prefer? Why? What outdoor adventures have they had?

You could also try:

• School Playground on page 4 – a poem with great similes about a school waiting for students;

• Cold on page 90 – a story about two siblings playing in the snow with sly humour!



Years 5-6

A Different Point of View on page 99 is an original and hilarious tale about the human body. Read 
the story once, then read it again with your students providing voices for each body part. Do any 
of your students have a great sleepwalking story to share?

You could also try:

• The Pedestrian on page 10 – a poem about a busy street from two different points of view;

• Taniwha, page 102 – an action-packed adventure story. Is it fact or fiction? How do you know? 
Use it to kick off some great discussion with your students!

Years 7-8

Marigold and Dandelion in the Library on page 70 is the sequel to a story called Flip, Flip! that 
was published in Issue 17. Discuss the ways in which Zoe has built her own magical world for her 
stories. How much do we know about the way magic works there? What can we guess?

You could also try:

• More for Your World on page 76 – an intense response to climate catastrophe;

• Growing Up on page 101 – a metaphorical poem with a clue in the title. What other metaphors 
could you use for humans?

Long Stories

If you have time and would like to read to your group, you could try these fantastic pieces:

• Dear Diary on page 34 – a funny exaggerated story about an adventurous outing; 

• My First Pet on page 92 – a celebration of the special place a pet has in a family’s heart;

• Acceptance on page 16 tackles issues of gender identity and belonging. Read Charli’s story and 
discuss the ideas with your group. What could we do to help make our school a safer place for 
everyone to enjoy?


